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The recent publication of the 2.6 Å crystal structure of a
portion of s70 provides insight into the role of sigma
during transcription initiation. This high resolution
picture unveils novel questions.
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Transcription initiation is a major control point for the
expression of genetic material. In prokaryotes, a single
subunit of RNA polymerase, called sigma, orchestrates
the initiation process. Prokaryotic core RNA polymerase
is comprised of four subunits: two a subunits, b and b′.
The sigma subunit binds to core RNA polymerase, and
the holoenzyme recognizes the two conserved hexamers
which constitute the prokaryotic promoter. Sigma pro-
motes open complex formation in which the DNA around
the initiation site is melted, a prerequisite for phosphodi-
ester bond formation in RNA synthesis. When the
nascent RNA is five to ten nucleotides in length, sigma
dissociates from the ternary complex, thus terminating its
involvement in the initiation process [1]. In addition to
their intimate involvement in the mechanism of tran-
scription initiation, sigma subunits are utilized in a global
regulatory capacity. Every bacterial cell has a primary
sigma, which is used for the expression of housekeeping
genes, and several alternative sigmas, which are used to
coordinately regulate the expression of groups of genes 
in response to altered environmental or developmental
signals [2]. The relative level of gene expression medi-
ated by each sigma is, in part, determined by competition
among these sigmas for core RNA polymerase [3]. 
Given the central role of the sigma subunit in prokaryotic
transcription initiation, it should come as no surprise that
this polypeptide has been the subject of intense study
since its discovery in 1969 [4]. Our understanding of the
role of sigma is derived from both sequence alignment of
sigma family members to the first identified sigma factor,
Escherichia coli s70, and functional assignments based upon
a combination of genetic and biochemical analyses [5].
The sigma polypeptide contains four conserved regions,
these regions and their proposed functions are depicted in
Figure 1. Because the various functions of sigma have a
linear arrangement along the polypeptide backbone, these
approaches have been remarkably successful. Neverthe-
less, utilizing this information to develop a mechanistic
understanding of the role of sigma in transcription initia-
tion clearly requires a crystal structure of the protein. The
recent publication of the 2.6 Å crystal structure of a portion
of s70, by the Darst group goes a long way towards
meeting this need [6].
The Darst group chose to crystallize a proteolytically
stable fragment from s70, the primary sigma factor from
the gram-negative bacterium E. coli. The fragment
includes most of conserved regions 1.2 and 2 as well as the
nonconserved region between 1.2 and 2.1. This fragment
is implicated in three important activities of sigma: binding
to core RNA polymerase; recognition of the –10 conserved
hexamer of the prokaryotic promoter; and DNA strand
opening. The Darst group’s decision to crystallize only a
fragment of sigma probably accounts for their success
where others have failed. Given the molecular gymnastics
Figure 1
The conserved regions of s70. The four
conserved regions and the large noncon-
served segment in s70 are shown; the
proposed roles of the different regions are
indicated. Conserved regions within the
crystallized fragment are colored: domain 1.2
(magenta), 2.1 (green), 2.2 (yellow), 2.3
(blue), and 2.4 (orange). The two fragments
of s70 that interact with the –10 and –35
promoter elements in vitro are indicated [7],
the N-terminal region was shown to inhibit
the DNA-binding properties of these s
fragments in both cis and trans [7,8]. The
fragment crystallized by the Darst group 
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carried out by this protein, the flexibility of various regions
of the polypeptide relative to each other may have con-
spired to prevent crystallization of the entire molecule. 
The crystallized domain of s70 is comprised exclusively of
a helices. The conserved regions contribute residues to
the hydrophobic core of a helical bundle located at one end
of the structure (Fig. 2). This arrangement sheds light on 
a peculiarity that has long puzzled sigma aficionados.
Whereas conserved regions 1.2 and 2.1 are almost contigu-
ous in alternative sigmas from all bacteria and primary
sigmas from gram-positive organisms, they are separated
by a large, variable insertion in primary sigmas from gram-
negative organisms [5]. The structure indicates that region
1.2 stabilizes the fold of the other regions and is close
enough to region 2.1 to be linked by only a few amino
acids. Moreover, the nonconserved region of s70 folds into
a series of helices that exhibit only minimal interactions
with the conserved helical bundle. Taken together, these
observations suggest that sigmas with and without the non-
conserved insertion could form a similar helical bundle.
The binding of sigma to core RNA polymerase initiates
the transcription cycle and results in a conformational
change in sigma that unmasks its DNA-binding domains
[7,8]. In addition, sigma binding appears to change the
conformation of the core polymerase [9]. Genetic analysis
has implicated three conserved regions of sigma to be
involved in core RNA polymerase binding. Two of these
regions, 2.1 and 2.2, are located in the crystallized frag-
ment. Deletions, removing region 2.1 of s70 and s32 of
E. coli [10,11], as well as a point mutation in a surface
exposed residue (Arg385) in region 2.1 of sE from B. sub-
tilis, all show reduced binding to core RNA polymerase
[12]. Likewise, a relatively conservative mutational change
in a surface exposed residue (Gln406→Arg/Asn) in region
2.2 of s32 exhibits reduced core binding (DM Joo, N Ng
and R Calendar, personal communication). Finally, there is
a second class of sigma proteins which show similarity to
s54 an alternative E. coli sigma factor first identified for its
role in nitrogen assimilation. Although there is very little
sequence similarity between the two different classes of
sigma factors, mutants of s54, defective in core polymerase
binding, map to a short stretch of eight amino acid residues
that are conserved in both classes of sigma proteins and are
located in region 2.1 of s70 [13]. Thus, some of the interac-
tions with core RNA polymerase may be conserved even
amongst these two very different classes of proteins. The
crystal structure reveals three peculiarities of this fragment
that are likely to be involved in function. Firstly, the
solvent exposed face of 2.1 and 2.2 contains a hydrophobic
patch, which would be available for interaction with core
RNA polymerase. Secondly, several residues in the vicin-
ity of the solvent exposed face of 2.1 are highly conserved
and could potentially interact with the core. Finally, the
helix which predominantly comprises region 2.1 has a
kink; similar kinks have been implicated in conformational
rearrangements in other protein structures [14].
The two other activities associated with the crystallized
domain of sigma are the recognition of the –10 hexamer
of the promoter, by region 2.4, and DNA strand opening
by region 2.3. The notion that sigma is a sequence spe-
cific DNA-binding protein originally came from the real-
ization that alternative sigma factors changed promoter
specificity [15]. The DNA-binding regions were further
defined by sigma mutations exhibiting allele-specific sup-
pression of promoter mutations [16–21]. These studies
indicated that region 2.4 interacted with the –10 region 
of the promoter, a conclusion that was strengthened by
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Figure 2
RIBBONS diagram of the three-dimensional
structure of the crystallized fragment of s70.
Unmodeled, disordered regions are indicated
(not to scale) as dotted lines: (a) view is
perpendicular to the horizontal, pseudo-
twofold symmetry axis; (b) view along the
pseudo-twofold symmetry axis. Color-coding
is as in Figure 1. Figure reprinted from
Malhotra et al.
observing specific binding of a region 2 sigma fragment to
DNA with a consensus –10 hexamer [7]. The observation
that in single-strand DNA and RNA binding proteins aro-
matic residues often stack with the nucleotide base to sta-
bilize their interaction suggested that the high number of
conserved aromatic residues in region 2.3 might partici-
pate in strand opening [22]. Site-directed mutagenesis of
conserved, aromatic residues in region 2.3 confirmed this
hypothesis [23–27].
Two different observations suggested that sigma inter-
acts with the non-template strand between –12 and the
start of transcription. Firstly, in the open complex, sigma
cross-links exclusively to the non-template strand
between positions –7 and –3 [28,29]. Secondly, experi-
ments with heteroduplex DNA revealed that base substi-
tutions at –12 and –11 decreased the activity of the
promoter only when present in the non-template strand
[30]. These properties of sigma are utilized to facilitate
pausing at the qut site, where the phage lambda Q
protein modifies RNA polymerase to allow Q-dependent
antitermination thereby controlling expression of late
gene products [31].
The crystal structure gives insight into how the sigma–
DNA interaction might occur. It reveals that regions 2.3
and 2.4 form a continuous helix, with aromatic residues of
2.3 shown to be involved in ‘DNA melting’ and residues
of 2.4 implicated in base recognition of the promoter on
one face of the helix. Indeed, Darst and co-workers model
the appropriate residues of 2.3 and 2.4 as interacting with
the non-template strand in the open complex (Fig. 3).
Positively charged residues in the vicinity would facilitate
this interaction by neutralizing the negatively charged
phosphate backbone of the DNA. A likely scenario is that
initial recognition of the –10 hexamer occurs through
interactions with duplex DNA. Following recognition,
sigma assists open complex formation by utilizing aromatic
residues to initiate strand opening. Sigma then stabilizes
the open complex structure by acting as a single-strand
specific DNA-binding protein that recognizes the non-
template strand of the –10 promoter element.
This partial structure of sigma is a splendid first step
towards understanding how this protein participates in
transcription initiation. It indicates the relationship of con-
served region 1.2 to the other conserved regions in sigma,
allows us to understand why the insertion between 1.2 and
2.1 is dispensable in some sigmas, identifies unique fea-
tures that may facilitate the interaction of sigma with core
RNA polymerase, and puts the relationship between
DNA melting and recognition on a solid structural basis.
Needless to say, this structural hors-d’oeuvre simply
whets our appetite for more. As a fragment, and in the
absence of its interacting partner, this structure leaves a
number of questions unanswered. Filter-binding experi-
ments suggest that the two DNA-binding domains inter-
act in a cooperative manner to recognize the separate
elements of the promoter [32]. Therefore, we need more
information in order to understand how this interdepen-
dence of the two DNA-binding domains is established. 
In addition, region 1.1 of sigma is capable of preventing
DNA binding (Fig.1) [8], further studies will be required
to understand the mode of action of this region. Also of
interest is whether the putative core-binding surface in
region 3.1 [33] interacts with, or is distinct from, the other
core-binding contacts. Cross-linking demonstrates that the
initiating substrate-binding pocket lies near region 3 [34],
raising the possibility that sigma may determine the Km
for initiating ribonucleotide triphosphates (rNTP) and the
start site for chain initiation. Finally, it is clear that there is
more than one biologically important conformation of
sigma. The regulated DNA-binding properties of sigma,
and its ability to change the conformation of DNA,
suggest that changes in sigma occur both upon binding
core RNA polymerase and during initiation. It is unclear
which of these conformations is captured in the present
structure.
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Figure 3
Likely orientation of the helix that comprises
regions 2.3 and 2.4 upon interaction with the
non-template DNA strand. The backbone of
the helix is shown as a coil with the solvent-
exposed face of the helix facing downwards.
The Ca positions of residues important for
promoter recognition or DNA melting are
indicated. Schematically illustrated below is
the non-template strand sequence of the 
–10 consensus element. Interactions
between specific residues and bases,
determined from genetic or biochemical
studies, are indicated by dashed lines. The
interaction indicated between residue Arg441
and the –13 position is not specific (in the
case of s70 the –13 position is not conserved
in the –10 element recognized by s70 but is
indicated from genetic studies on alternative
sigma factors that recognize –10 elements
with a conserved –13 position [16]). Figure
reprinted from Malhotra et al.
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